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teaching composition to ESL students
by dolores A foley

the most difficult task I1 encounter in the way we speak when we speak we do
teaching english as a foreign language is not always use complete sentences because
teaching the student to write a clear we can understand so much from the
organized and interesting composition I1 was situation the speakers tone and facial
really quite discouraged about it until one expression so therefore in writing we use a
day I1 had lunch with two regular english different vocabulary so the reader can
teachers I1 was talking abouttheabout the problem and visualize our experience through the words
they laughed at me then the one said we use we use a much higher vocabulary in
youre discouraged because you cant writing As a class exercise we copy the

teach in two years what many english sentences as we say them then we regroupre group
teachers are not able to accomplish in them organize them and change the
twelve years with native speakers why do vocabulary to make the paragraph more
you think all colleges require a freshman interesting and enjoyable then the entire
composition course when I1 returned to class copies the completed paragraph
my classroom I1 felt better about it but the As we progress to longer compositions I1
problem was still there use a modification of the forms used in our

my students learn to speak english school writing program with the nativenatives
rapidly not just from my teaching but from speakers the english teachers use a very
twelve hour daily exposure to english they structured system called the 333 3 paragraph

we pick a topic under this topic we put 3
subtopicssub topics under the 3 subtopicssub topics we put 3mrs foley a teacher at highland supporting details the following is a typicalpark illinois school hashigh outline written by one of my european

degrees from depaul northwestern students
and rio piedras puerto rico
universities ill never forget my first trip to an

american supermarketsuper market
1I it was an exciting experience

also learn to read english rapidly and with 1 it was necessary to catch a bus because
good comprehension because I1 was a reading the supermarket was not in the residential
specialist before I1 started teaching english as area
a foreign language now if I1 can learn to in so2 so many people were hurrying
teach my students to write clear expository directions it created an excitingmanyparagraphs ill feel satisfied atmosphere

I1 have used lois robinsons guided and
3 the lot was a sea ofparking manyfree writing for students of english as a

colored of all models so large comparedcarsforeign language the only criticism I1 have is
that my students became very adept at to european cars

turning interrogative sentences into II11il it was a confusing experience
1 the weights and measures were sodeclarative sentences but still did not seem

to improve much in writing original different
paragraphs 2 the money confused me and I1 was

one method I1 have been using with some afraid I1 wouldntwouldii7t have enough to pay at the
success is to show the class a picture I1 checkout counter
usually take pictures from life or look 3 there was such a variety of packages
magazines sometimes I1 have xeroxed copies that I1 had a difficult time making a choice
of margaret bourkewhitebourke white pictures then as III111illililillii shopping is so different in my coucountryntry
a group we look at the picture I1 have the I11 each market has only one type of
individual student tell me what they see in food
the picture what message does the picture 2 you must carry a shopping basket
convey I1 write the sentences on the nothing is put in bags
blackboard exactly as the students say 3 there are no frozen foods
them we correct grammatical errors then I1 once the student has made his outline heexplain how we must change the sentences is ready to start his composition making
somewhat because we dont always write this outline helps the student think and put



fall 1972 pagefagenage I111I1
his thoughts in some sort of organizational is troublesometroublesomeverbcverbs p81 would be useful
and sequential form this is what I1 have for thetife foreign student pages 848984 89 give
done up to now to teach my students to good examples of words and expressions
write frequently misused she should put pages

during this workshop I1 have examined 10-171017 somewhere at the end of the book or
many texts and have come to the conclusion leave them out entirely
that I1 will not restrict myself to one text the anansetales a course in controlled
but will take the ideas from several texts composition by dykstra and port is
that will best suit the needs of my students excellent because it doesnt make
following is a review of some of the texts I1 repeated use of changing from the
examined interrogative to the declarative in such

I1 liked A Pogprogrammedpogrammedbummedrammed approach to exercises as the following the student
writing by gordon burgard and young must recall the proper pronoun to use to
books I11 & 2 in this text the student does fill in the blank he is using the language
not work from rules or definitions but from and not merely manipulating words
discovery the exercises on such skills as arsawrsawI1 saw john I1 saw hinlhimhinh
putting ideas in order seeing logical I1 saw mary I1 saw
relationships of time space cause and effect then after the student fills in the blank he
are vervvery good can turn the page to findfindnind out immediately if
perhaps a good text for an advanced student he has madethemadettemade the correct response
or a native student to use for reference A first book in composition L G

alexander has exercises that are short
exact and simple enough for the beginning
student to use with success to build
confidence in ability to write in english I1
would use these for classroom exercises




